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music

"Publication," Musical Compositions,
and the Copyright Act of 1909:

Almost a century ago, in White-Smith v. Apollo, 2 the Supreme Court faced the issue of how

to treat player-piano rolls under the then-existing Copyright Act of 1897. Specifically, the court

confronted whether player-piano rolls constituted unauthorized "copies" of the musical composi-

"1

"tes years
By Michael B. Landau1

tions embodied therein, thereby making the manufacturers of the rolls liable for copyright

infringement.
3

Interestingly enough, the issue of whether player-piano rolls-a mechanical reproduction of

an underlying musical composition-were "copies" led to an age-old disagreement among the

courts regarding another form of mechanical reproduction of musical compositions: "phonograph
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right protection was perpetual until publication or regis-

tration, granting the author the exclusive rights of first

publication. Therefore, if an author wrote a manuscript

and kept it in his desk drawer, or even stored it in his

attic for years without publishing or registering it, it

would have been protected by common law copyright.

Common law copyright was expressly abolished by

§303(a) of the Copyright Act of 1976. Section 303(a) of

the 1976 Copyright Act provides federal protection for
"works created but not published" prior to January 1,

1978.15 In addition, §301 of the 1976 Act expressly pre-

empts any state law equivalent cause of action. The abo-

lition of common law copyright and whether the work

was "published" or "unpublished" therefore determines

not only the duration of protection, but also which provi-

sions of the Copyright Act of 1976 apply to the work. The

new copyright act did not apply to material that had

already entered the public domain. Thus, the gateway to

protection was the concept of "publication."

There were two methods for obtaining federal copy-

right protection under the Copyright Act of 1909: "publi-

cation" of "copies" with proper copyright notice pursuant

to §1016 or registering and depositing copies of an unpub-

lished work with the United States Copyright Office pur-

suant to §12.17 Prior to federal protection, the work was

covered by common law copyright. In the event that

"copies" of the work were "published" without proper copy-

right notice as required by §10, the work would fall through

the cracks of the law and into the public domain.18

The copyright clause of the United States Constitution

empowers Congress "[tlo promote the Progress of Science

and useful Arts, by Securing for limited Times to Authors

and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective

Writings and Discoveries." 19 The purpose of copyright

law is to strike a balance between the public's desire to

have free access to information and authors' rights to

protection of their private works. 20 Common law copy-

right somewhat reflects this balance by providing the

author with perpetual protection until first publication.

Federal copyright law, however, with its more limited

duration for protection, better balances these competing

interests.21 Once the author "publishes" a work, he or

she reaps personal benefits from distributing copies.2 2 In

return for these personal benefits, the author's rights to

the work are automatically subject to federal copyright

protection. Federal protection balances an author's

rights against the public's desire to freely use the work

by providing copyright protection of a shorter duration

than the perpetual common law protection. 23 The trigger

event that extinguishes common law protection and acti-

vates the federal "balancing" scheme is "publication."

"Publication" is a legal term of art, and is at the center

of many of the current controversies. Interestingly, the

Copyright Act of 1909 did not itself provide a definition of
"publication." Although "publication" was not expressly

defined 24 in §26 of the 1909 Act 2 5, guiding language

appeared within the 1909 Act's definition of "date of pub-

lication." Section 26 of the Act provided as follows:

In the interpretation and construction of this

title, "the date of publication" shall in the case

of a work in which copies are reproduced for

sale or distribution be held to be the earliest

date when copies of the first authorized edition

are placed on sale, sold, or publicly distributed

by the proprietor of the copyright or under his

authority... 26

The date of publication was especially important

under the 1909 Act because:

it was intended to fix the date from which the

term of copyright should begin to run for such

a work... The importance of the actual date of

publication - the day, month, and year -

arose because, in the case of every work copy-

righted in the first five instance by publication

with notice, the first term of 28 years began to

run from that date; hence any error on the part

of the applicant could have serious conse-

quences, especially in connection with applica-

tions for renewals of copyright which had to be

made "within one year prior to the expiration

of the original term of copyright. '2 7 (This prob-

lem was avoided in the 1976 Act by the calendar

year ending of all terms, including renewals.)28

Despite the language above, there have been numer-

ous disputes regarding what actually constitutes a publi-

cation. Therefore, courts have developed the doctrines of
''general publication" and "limited publication." These

two doctrines lead to very different protection as it is only

a "general publication" that triggers the federal statuto-

ry scheme of protection with respect to pre-1978 works.

The type of publication considered to be a legal "pub-

lication" for purposes of triggering federal copyright pro-

tection under the 1909 Act was a "general publication." A

general publication could occur when the work was made

available to indiscriminate members of the public, with-



out regard for what they intended to do with it.2 9

Phrased another way, "[a] general publication occurs

when any interested party could have a copy."3 0 The key

issue with respect to "general publication" is the avail-

ability of the work to members of the general public, not

the number of copies available. Therefore, a very small

number of copies - even one - made available to the

public may be sufficient to trigger the federal scheme of

protection. "The common-law right is lost by the general

publication or unrestricted sale of a single copy."3 1

On the other hand, the distribution of "copies" of a

work, even large numbers, to a "(1) 'definitely selected

group,' and (2) for a limited purpose, without the right of

further reproduction, distribution, or sale"3 2 is not a gen-

eral publication, but is a limited publication which is

insufficient to trigger the federal scheme of protection.

Even if the dissemination of the work was categorized as

a "limited publication," common-law copyright protection

was preserved until the author engaged in a "general

publication" or registered a copy of the work with the

Copyright Office.

Under the 1909 Act, there was a tendency in the

courts to apply different standards for purposes of

obtaining copyright than for losing it. Courts at times

stretched the law to arrive at a finding of "limited publi-

cation" when an accused infringer was challenging the

validity of the copyright. For example, in King v. Mister

Maestro, Inc., 3 3 numerous copies of the text of Martin

Luther King, Jr.'s now famous "I Have A Dream" speech

were distributed to the media to allow the press "to use

the speeches in whole or in part for their news value. '3 4

Despite the large numbers of advance copies distributed,

the court still found the distribution to be a "limited pub-

lication" based upon the specific group of recipients and

specific purpose of the distribution. 35 Likewise, in

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences v. Creative

House Promotions, Inc.,36 the distribution of "Oscar"

statuettes without copyright notice to recipients of the

Academy Awards was held to be a limited publication,

insufficient to divest the academy of its copyright protec-

tion. Similarly, in Mills Music. Inc. v. Cromwell Music,

Inc., 37 the distribution of mimeographed copies of the

sheet music to a chorus for purposes of performing the

music was held to be a limited publication. 3 8

In addition, the acts of third parties that are contrary

to the wishes of an author of a "limited publication" will

not turn the subsequent distributions into a "general

publication." For example, in Burke v. National

Broadcasting Company, 39 an amateur photographer

sent film footage of a zebra mare defending itself against

a lion attack to a professor in Germany, Bernhard

Grzimek, who was also the host of a German public tele-

vision program about wildlife. 40 The film was sent to the

professor specifically for "use personally in lectures and

on a television program." 4 1 While Burke's film was in

possession of Professor Grzimek, Survival Anglia

Limited ("SAL"), a British nature film company, asked

him to make a copy of the film. 42 SAL included the seg-

ments of the film in one of its productions and subse-

quently sold the film to NBC. NBC broadcast the film in

the United States in 1977. Burke sued NBC for copy-

right infringement. In upholding the validity of Burke's

common law copyright, the court held that the release of

the film to Professor Grzimek was solely for his specific

educational purpose and was therefore a "limited publi-

cation" despite the widespread publication of it by

NBC. 4 3 NBC's unauthorized broadcast did not commit

the footage to the public domain.

Under current copyright provisions, publication no

longer serves as the gateway from common law protec-
S44

tion to statutory protection. Federal statutory protec-

tion now "subsists" when a work is "fixed in any tangible

medium of expression."4 5  The 1976 Act's definition of
"publication" includes "the distribution of copies or

phonorecords of a work to the public by sale" or the "offer-

ing to distribute copies or phonorecords."46 Thus, the

distribution of phonorecords is expressly a form of publi-

cation under the current copyright statute. This distinc-

tion is further evidenced by the language of §102, which

delineates the subject matter covered by the 1976 Act. 4 7

Publication retained its importance under the 1976 Act,

however, with reference to works published with proper

notice prior to the effective date of the 1976 Act (January
481, 1978). Also, as previously stated, the 1976 Act does

not apply retroactively to works in the public domain at

the time the 1976 Act took effect. 4 9

The 1976 Act's legislative history demonstrates that

language requiring a work to be fixed in a "tangible medi-

um of expression," in a medium now "known or later

developed," and capable of being "communicated, either

directly or with the aid of a machine or device,"'5 0 was

intended to abrogate the White-Smith doctrine, but only

for works created after January 1, 1978.51 Presumably,

Congress chose not to "fix" the problem created when a

musical work, which had no copyright on its sheet music,

was sold in phonorecord form without meeting notice



specifications. The legislative history of the 1976 Act's

statutory preemption provision indicates that Congress'

purpose was to clear up the confusing unpredictable

results5 2 created by the concept of publication under the

1909 Act. Congress intended to implement the "limited

times" provision of the Constitution by not allowing per-

petual protection for fixed works that had been "dissem-

inated by means other than publication."5 3 Hence, the

sale of phonorecords under the 1976 Act clearly consti-

tutes publication, but the issue was left unresolved for

works prior to January 1, 1978.

A ie e i.ma -Ce is Not a Publication

According to one commentator, "Copyright law, pre-

cisely because it has taken shape around the model of a

book communicated to the public by multiplication of

copies, has experienced difficulty, not to say frustration,

with cases where the communication is by performance

or representation."54 There was, therefore, the question

of whether or not a live performance of an unpublished

written play or noted musical composition or a broadcast

constituted a "publication" for purposes of the statute.

This question, too, is not answered by the text of the 1909

Act itself. It has, however, been addressed numerous

times by the courts.

The first time that the issue of whether a performance

constituted a "publication" for purposes of triggering fed-

eral copyright and extinguishing common law copyright

was addressed was in Ferris v. Frohman.5 5 The facts of

Ferris are quite complicated and involve issues of

English copyright law as well. The pivotal issue, howev-

er, was whether the public performance of a play whose

script had been neither printed nor published constitut-

ed a legal "publication" and therefore extinguished com-

mon law rights. The Supreme Court answered with a

resounding "no":

The public representation of a dramatic com-

position, not printed and published, does not

deprive the owner of his common-law right,

save by operation of statute. At common law,

the public performance of a play is not an

abandonment of it to public use.... So, where

a dramatic performance has been allowed by

the author to be acted at the theater, no person

has a right to pirate such performance, and to

publish copies of it surreptitiously; or to act it

at another theater without the consent of the

author or proprietor; for his permission to act

it at a public theater does not amount to an

abandonment of title to it, or to a dedication of

it to the public at large.

Accordingly, the "Ferris rule" holds that a "perfor-

mance" is not a "publication."5 6  The rule has been

applied, by analogy, to performances in various forms

other than plays.5 7 In McCarthy v. White 5 8 and in Heim

v. Universal Pictures Co., 5 9 for example, it was applied to

the public performance of musical compositions. In

DeMille v. Casey, 6 it was applied to the exhibition or

projection of a motion picture. In Nutt v. National

Institute, Inc.,61 it was applied to the delivery of lectures

and speeches. In Uproar Co. v. National Broadcasting

Co., 62 the Ferris Rule was applied to radio broadcasts. In

King v. Mister Maestro, Inc., 63 the rule also applied to

television broadcasts. 6 4 Thus, "the principle that public

performance does not constitute a publication of the work

is well established in the American Law of Copyright. '6 5

Application of the Ferris rule, however, can lead to

some strange and counterintuitive results. For example,

assume that in 1910 one wrote a play, only distributed

copies of the script to the essential actors and director,

and never offered copies of the script to the public. As

discussed above, this would not constitute "general pub-

lication" but rather a limited publication of the written

script for the play, which preserves common law copy-

right. Assume the play is then first performed in the

same year, -and every year since. Under the Ferris rule,

performances of the play were not "publications," and

therefore did not lose common law protection. If the

script itself were never published, it would have been

protected by common law copyright until the 1976 Act

took effect on January 1, 1978. On that date, pursuant to

§303(a) of the new 1976 Act, federal protection would

have started, and the play would be protected at least

until December 31, 2002, and if published after 1978, at

least until December 2047.66 This scheme gives the play-

wright protection for a term of at least 137 years. Had

the play been "published" in the year that it was first

written and performed, however, the maximum protec-

tion would have been for 56 years. The same analysis

would, of course, be true with respect to a musical com-

position. Provided that the sheet music was never pub-

lished, the composer could have his song protected for

quite a long time.6 7

The issue gets a bit trickier with respect to sound

recordings. Clearly, the performance of the song is not a



publication. But is the recording of a "copy" and its wide-

spread distribution a publication? Or is a recording more
like a performance, albeit captured in time and in tangi-

ble form? The term "copy" is not defined in the statute,

and, as discussed below, is the source of the inter-circuit

split of authority. The issue of whether a pre-1978
"mechanical reproduction" of a musical composition is a
"copy" was first addressed in the context of player piano

rolls in White-Smith Publishing Co. v. Apollo Co. 68

White-Smith Publishing Co. Apollo Co. 9

In 1908, the Supreme Court addressed the issue of
whether a "mechanical reproduction" of a musical com-

position was a "copy" of the underlying musical composi-

tion in White- Smith Publishing Co. v. Apollo Co. In this

case, the plaintiff held the copyrights to two musical com-

positions, "Little Cotton Dolly" and "Kentucky Babe. '70

The defendant, Apollo, was engaged in the manufacture

and sale of perforated player-piano rolls and had created

and sold piano rolls of the two songs at issue. 7 1 The plain-

tiff alleged that these were unauthorized "copies" of the
underlying musical composition, and that they therefore

infringed the copyrights to the underlying protected songs.72

In determining whether the piano rolls were infring-

ing "copies," the Court looked to earlier cases from the

district courts,7 3 English common law7 4 and the Berne

Convention for guidance. 75 The Supreme Court held

that the perforated piano rolls were not "copies" under

copyright law because they were not visibly intelligible

reproductions of the musical notation:

"A copy is that which comes so near to the orig-
inal as to give every person seeing it the idea

created by the original.... ." [A] copy of a musi-

cal composition [is] "a written or printed

record of it in intelligible notation. . . ." When

the combination of musical sounds is repro-

duced to the ear it is the original tune as con-

ceived by the author which is heard. These

musical tones are not a copy which appeals to

the eye. In no sense can musical sounds which

reach us through the sense of hearing be said to

be copies as that term is generally understood,

and as we believe it was intended to be under-

stood in the statutes under consideration. 76

The Court continued: "A musical composition is an
intellectual creation which first exists in the mind of the

composer.... It is not susceptible of being copied until it

has been put in a form which others can see and read. '77

In addition, the Court observed that mechanical

means for the reproduction of music-such as the "cylin-

der of a music box," "record of the gramophone," and the
"pipe organ operated by devices similar to those in use in

the pianola"7 8 --had been widely known when the rele-

vant copyrights acts and amendments were passed.

Congress could have included them or provided that their

use constituted infringement but did not. "As the Act of

Congress now stands," concluded the Court, "we believe

it does not include these records7 9 as copies or publica-

tions of the copyrighted music involved in these cases."8 0

Based upon the finding that the rolls were not legal
"copies" or "publications" of the underlying musical com-

positions, the Court held that there was no infringement.

Justice Holmes concurred "in view of the facts and

opinions in this country and abroad,"8 1 but added the

admonition, "On principle anything that mechanically

reproduces that collocation of sounds ought to be held a

copy, or if the statute is too narrow ought to be made so

by a further act, except so far as some extraneous con-

sideration of policy may oppose. '8 2

Under the holding of White-Smith, it is clear that a
"mechanical reproduction" - whether a piano roll, a

music box cylinder, or a phonograph record - is not a
"copy" of the underlying musical composition. By exten-

sion, it follows that the sale or distribution of the
mechanical reproduction cannot be a "publication," for
"publication" entails the distribution of "copies. ' 83

Legislative History the 1909 Act

\VWhite-Smith was decided prior to the enactment of

the Copyright Act of 1909. The question then arises as to

whether Congress changed the law in response to the
Supreme Court's holding that "mechanical reproduc-

tions" were not copies under prior copyright law. In

order to answer that question, one must look to both the

language and the legislative history of the 1909 Act.
The issue of mechanical reproductions of music took

"more of the time of the committee than any other provi-
84sion of the bill" that was eventually enacted. The spot-

light of the debate actually centered on whether com-

posers should have control over, and receive compensa-

tion for, the newly evolving mechanical reproductions of•• 85
their musical compositions. Several issues came into

play as the statute evolved. The first was whether such

protection would create a monopoly for companies able to

34-



purchase the rights to a majority of compositions. 86he

second was whether such protection would invade the

machine manufacturers' patent rights.87 The third was

whether the United States should take action that other

countries had refrained from taking. 8 At this point, it

should be clear that much of this debate centered on the

outcome of the White-Smith case.8 9  In fact, the

Committee on Patents at one point proposed that "fur-

ther legislation regarding this matter should be post-

poned" until the case was resolved. 90 Although Congress

did not extend protection to the "mechanical reproduc-

tions themselves,"9 1 the issues delineated above are wor-

thy of some discussion.

As to the possibility of a

monopoly, lawmakers voiced The issue of
concerns that the proposed

protection for composers was

designed for the Aeolian

Company so that it could

obtain a monopoly in the

music roll business. 92  The

Music Publishers' Association

had made contracts with the

Aeolian Company to establish

these rights and contended

that the contracts depended

upon the outcome of the then-

pending White-Smith case,

and not on proposed legisla-

tion.9 3  Regardless of its

source, those opposed were

concerned that no law should

effectively cede control over

protection does not further extend to musical works,

which are the sole creation of the composer.100

The lawmakers also examined how the European

countries were treating this new form of music. 10 1 The

legislative history indicates that Italy was the only coun-

try at the time to extend protection to such mechanical

reproductions. 102 It was further noted that Germany,

England, Switzerland and France had all refrained from

offering such protection. 103 Proponents advocated that

the United States should be the leader "in the promotion

of the arts,"10 4 while opponents countered that the

United States "should not lead precipitously in enacting

such a broad statute" when other countries had rejected

such protection. 105

mechanical

reproductions of

music took "more of the

time of the committee

than any other provision

of the bill" that was

eventually enacted.

(the 1909 Act)

Interestingly, the legisla-

tive history further reveals

that European countries were

likely influenced by

Switzerland's economic inter-

est in the music box, which

was an important Swiss indus-

try.106 This influence was also

reflected in the Berne

Convention's provisions that

excluded mechanical reproduc-

tions of musical compositions

from claims of infringe-

ment. 10 7  Proponents of new

protection in the United States

distinguished the main feature

of a music box, which was an

unchangeable mechanism

playing only one melodic set of

the music roll and the piano

business (that obviously depended on these rolls) to one94

company. Proponents of the change argued that the

rights of private contract and the protection of composers'

works would be incentives to create such material for the

machine manufacturers to utilize. 95 The proponents also

asserted that antitrust laws would provide protection

against any actual monopoly. 9 6 In order to resolve this

issue, Congress set out to provide protection for the com-

poser without creating a monopoly.9 7

In the end, the concern that protection of musical

reproductions would invade the patent protection of the

player machines was ruled out.98 Although patent law

provided protection to the inventors for their machines or

for "the device for reproducing musical sounds,"9 9 patent

music, from the newer devices
that could play a multitude of compositions. 108 The leg-

islative history further noted, with great foresight, that

this form of music might replace sheet music. 10 9

Further, the proponents asserted that the composers

would be "encouraged in their efforts" through such con-

trol over their musical compositions, and that this auton-

omy would promote the arts.1 1 0 Proponents argued that

allowing others to exploit the author's work with no

accountability would neither encourage the authors nor

promote the arts. 11 1 They called for legislative action

rather than awaiting the outcome of the White-Smith

case, believing that its holding would ultimately be lim-

ited to its "precise issue."' 1 1 2

These particular issues were finally resolved in House



Report 2222,113 in which Congress sought to provide "an

adequate return" to the composers while at the same

time avoiding monopolies that would harm the public. 11 4

Section 1(e) of the 1909 Act, the final embodiment of

these concerns, provided the authors exclusive protection

over their compositions until the owners used or allowed

mechanical reproductions to be made of their works, at

which time anyone could use the work upon the payment

of a royalty. 1 15

However, this provision did not resolve whether the

distribution of mechanical devices constituted publica-

tion. By the time of the 1909 Act's enactment, the White-

Smith case had been decided, but the 1909 Act did not

change its result when it gave the composer control over

the "manufacture and use of such devices" 1 16 as opposed

to the "mechanical reproductions themselves." 11 7 The

1909 Act provided protection to the composer without
"equating mechanical reproduction with 'copy.' ,,118

The Sound Recording Act of 1971

The Sound Recording Act extended protection to the

sound recordings themselves as opposed to the "tangible

medium of fixation" or "reproductions of sound record-

ings."11 9 This protection was intended for the "aggrega-

tion of sounds" created by the record producers or the

performers "whose performance is captured."'120 The

statute's legislative history indicates that its purpose

was to stop the "unauthorized reproduction of phono-

graph records and tapes" by "record pirates;" the legisla-

tion was only to be effective until December 31, 1974, at

which time the next copyright revision could possibly

provide permanent protection. 12 1 This protection was

included as copyrightable subject matter in the 1976

Copyright Act as § 102.122

For the purposes of this Article, it is important to real-

ize that the 1976 Act's legislative history reveals no

intent to address the issue of whether the sale of

phonorecords constitutes publication of their underlying
• . 123

musical compositions.

S )und Recording "Publication"
\fter White-Sm ith

T he issue concerning whether the sale of

phonorecords constituted publication under the 1909 Act

first arose as dicta in Shapiro. Bernstein & Co. v. Miracle

Records Co., 12 4 a 1950 opinion written by Judge Igoe. 125

After ruling that no infringement had occurred on other

grounds, Judge Igoe noted that the plaintiff "abandoned

his rights" by selling phonorecords of the respective com-

position prior to obtaining a statutory copyright. 12 6 The

court made no distinction between the sale of sheet music

and the distribution of phonorecords and further stated

that publication should not turn on a "technical defini-

tion" of the word "copy." 12 7 In this case, the court ignored

the "perpetual" monopoly that would result by failing to

recognize this distribution to the "general public" as a• • j. 128

publication of the musical composition. Thus, a sale of

a phonorecord was seen as a publication.

This new conception was raised again as dicta in 1954

in Mills Music, Inc. v. Cromwell Music, Inc. 12 9 Here,

although there was no respective sale of phonograph

records failing to meet notice requirements, the judge

noted that such a sale "would" have constituted publica-

tion.130 The judge went even further, however, by stat-

ing that "the weight of legal authority seems to support

that view."1 3 1

Interestingly, the issue arose again in McIntyre v.

Double-A-Music Corp., 132 wherein a court also found no

infringement when the defendant had "issued a revised

edition of the sheet music" of a song that the plaintiff had

sold in the form of phonorecords. 13 3 In that case, the

plaintiff had authorization to "record mechanically the

composition from the copyright owner" of the original

arrangement, but the plaintiff failed to copyright his own

arrangement. 13 4 The court stated that the subsequent

sale of records constituted a general publication that

"destroyed whatever rights he had in the arrangement

under the common law of copyrights." 135 However, the

court held the plaintiffs version of the original composi-

tion was not worthy of any protection at all because the

plaintiffs contributions were only "de minimis."

Professor Alan Latman has described this "judicial

thought in the 1950s" as the genesis of the idea that "the

sale of phonorecords should be considered divestitive

publication."13 6 The traditional viewpoint was raised

again in 1964, when a court held that copyright formali-

ties do not apply to the sale of phonorecords that are not

copies of a musical composition, and that such a sale does

not constitute a publication. 13 7

Inter-Circuit Spl it:
Rosette Z ainbo C)rp

In Rosette v. Rainbo Mfg. Corp., 138 a composer (the
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This holding is contrary to the Second Circuit's Rosette

opinion.16 3 La Cienega involved an infringement action

against the blues-rock group, ZZ Top, concerning their

popular song, "La Grange," which was written in

1973.164 La Cienega claimed that "La Grange" infringed

a 1948 song written by Johnny Lee Hooker and Bernard

Besman entitled "Boogie Chillen."1 65 Almost one million

records of "Boogie Chillen" were sold in 1948, and it was

subsequently released in both 1950 and 1970.166 The

issue rested on whether or not "Boogie Chillen" was in

the public domain under the 1909 Act at the time that ZZ

Top wrote "La Grange." 16 7 The court was primarily con-

cerned with the 1970 version of the song because the ear-

lier versions would have fallen into the public domain

through a failure to renew, if not through a publication

without notice. 168

La Cienega argued that the song was protected by

common law until it published the song by filing notice

with the Copyright Office in 1967, 1970, and 1992; the

court, however, held that publication actually occurred

when phonorecords of the song were sold in the respec-

tive years. 169 The court remanded the case for a deter-

mination if La Cienega complied with notice require-

ments regarding the 1970 version of the song.1 70 Absent

such compliance, the song was in the public domain and

ZZ Top did not infringe. 17 1 The court adopted a less

restrictive definition of the term "copy" and endorsed the

policy that by selling phonorecords, an author exploits his

work and must seek statutory protection. 172 The court

further warned against a protectionist policy that would
''encourage artists to delay compliance with the Copyright

Act's requirements and thereby receive 'longer copyright

protection.' "173 The court specifically declined to follow

Rosette's holding, which it deemed the minority rule:174

We decline to follow Rosette. First, Rosette is

the minority rule; our research fails to find any

other circuit which has followed it. The major-

ity rule, as noted by the district court, has been

articulated by Nimmer. The courts in apply-

ing the 1909 Act were in most instances unper-

suaded by the argument that no publication

occurs by virtue of the sale of a phonorecord

because the record is not a "copy" of the work

recorded. On the contrary, the relatively few

courts which considered the issue were almost

unanimous 175 in determining that public sale

or other distribution of phonorecords does con-

stitute a publication and, hence, a divestiture

of common law rights in the works recorded.

This conclusion is certainly consistent with the

common understanding of the word "copy."17 6

Had the Ninth Circuit been thorough in its research, it

would have found an earlier Ninth Circuit case, Corcoran

v. Montgomery Ward & Co., 17 7 which follows White-

Smith and holds that a phonograph recording is not a

copy. In addition, even overlooking Corcoran, the court's

statement is disingenuous. There are no circuit court

cases following Rosette, not because it is a minority opin-

ion, but because no other appellate courts had the oppor-

tunity to address the issue. In addition, the district court

precedent to which La Cienega refers consists of opinions

from lower courts within the Second Circuit. Those opin-

ions, therefore, would have been overruled when the

Second Circuit decided Rosette.

Judge Fernandez, concurring and dissenting, agreed

that the case should be remanded to determine whether

statutory protection was obtained for the 1970 version of

Boogie Chillen. 17 8 In opposition to the majority, howev-

er, he believed that the White-Smith doctrine was based

on sound reasoning and could identify no way to "convert

a recorded performance into a publication of the underly-

ing work."1 79 Judge Fernandez acknowledged that such

a rule appears to give the "common law copyright holder

... greater rights than a person who has actually regis-

tered his copyright under the 1909 Act." 180 Yet he rea-

soned that because an author cannot receive royalties or
"recover for another's use of the work" until the work is

registered, "the author who does not register in a timely

fashion cannot artfully extend the time during which he

can exploit the work."18 1

Effect of the Ninth Ci
Decision

i s La Cienega

The Supreme Court denied certiorari for La Cienega,

leaving the courts split on what constitutes a publication

of a musical work. 182 In a news article published pend-

ing the certiorari decision, Besman's attorney, Alan

Dowling, warned that "[t]he decision under appeal

impacts the copyright in virtually every recorded song

released before 1978 by threatening to make those songs

public domain works." 18 3 Dowling further warned that

the Ninth Circuit's holding could potentially "stir the

waters" in music licensing organizations such as

Broadcast Music Inc. (BMI) and American Society of

Composers, Authors and Publishers (ASCAP) due to the



uncertainty about ownership of songs created prior to

1978.184 Presumably, the Supreme Court did not share

Mr. Dowling's concerns.

Prior to the 1997 Congressional amendment of the Act

to overrule La Cienega, there was clear disagreement

regarding "publication" and "copies" with respect to

musical compositions and sound recordings under the

1909 Act. Thousands of works that were thought to be

protected by copyright may now be in the public

domain-at least if the validity of their copyrights is

challenged in the Ninth Circuit, and probably the Sixth.

As was noted in the Petition for Certiorari:

In its decision, the majority of the Ninth

Circuit panel has called into question the copy-

right in, and therefore clouded the title of, the

vast majority of musical compositions created

over a period of as much as five decades, up to

1978 - literally hundreds of thousands of

songs. Many of these are owned or adminis-

tered by music publishers who (or which) are

successors, several generations removed from

the original publishers / copyright owners /

authors, due to assignments, sales, and inher-

itance of rights over several decades. In the

event of any dispute calling into question any

of their copyrights, they would have to deter-

mine the entire history of each disputed song,

including date and circumstances of composi-

tion, recording, first distribution of recordings,

each and all subsequent exploitations, exis-

tence (or absence) of notice of copyright on any

and all recordings (and accuracy of such

notice), date of registration, identity of regis-

trant, filing of notice of use, and the like, much

of which may be extremely difficult and expen-

sive, or even impossible, to ascertain (or ascer-

tain accurately) at this late date.

Undeniably, numerous contracts, involving lit-

erally billions of dollars have been entered into

over the years, based upon the presumption

(and generally the express contractual war-

ranty and representation) that the original,

and all subsequent, music publishers had valid

copyright in the compositions, where they

acted consistently with music industry custom

and practice over the years. Not only have

many millions of dollars been spent buying

and selling entire catalogues, but numerous

millions have been paid as royalties based

upon the presumed validity of those catalogues

and the contractual terms relating thereto.

Literally every such contract relating to each

such composition may be deemed rescindable

due to mutual mistake of fact and material

failure of consideration, and the rights in hun-

dreds of thousands of songs would be forfeited

to the public domain (with no way to tell, read-

ily, on the face of it, which songs).1 8 5

As previously discussed, a work may fall into the pub-

lic domain in two ways: through general publication

without proper copyright notice,1 8 6 and through expira-

tion of the copyright term.1 8 7 Related to expiration of the

term of copyright is the failure to file a renewal applica-

tion in a timely manner. In essence, failure to renew

causes the work to fall into the public domain at the expi-

ration of the first 28-year term.1 88

Under the La Cienega theory of "copy" and "publica-

tion," many pre-1978 underlying musical compositions

would have fallen into the public domain in one of two

ways. Because the Ninth Circuit held that phonograph

records (sound recordings) are "copies," the sale of the

records constituted "publication" for federal copyright

purposes. If the recordings were sold without copyright

notice, the underlying musical compositions would have

fallen into the public domain upon their release to the

public. However, even if the records were sold with copy-

right notice - which was highly unlikely because United

States copyright law did not recognize sound recordings
189as copyrightable subject matter until 1972 - they

would have fallen into the public domain for failure to

renew in a timely manner.

In order to secure the renewal term, the renewal appli-

cation must be filed in the last year of the first term of

the copyright. The problem created by La Cienega was

one of timing and the trigger date. Based upon the prior

precedent and the policies of the Copyright Office, which

considered the sound recording not to be a copy, the only

ways to obtain federal copyright protection for the musi-

cal composition was either through the sale of sheet

music (readable musical notation) with notice or the reg-

istration of the sheet music with the Copyright Office

along with a claim of copyright. The common practice for

many in the music industry, including the plaintiffs in La

Cienega, was to release the phonograph record first, and

then register the work with the Copyright Office years

later. Shortly after registration, the applicant would
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Practice at the Position
Office

United r
Importance

Copyright
Symmetry

" Under common music industry practices, the

release of a phonorecord was not a publication of the

musical work."19 7 In 1955, after the 1909 Act had been in

force for over 40 years, Benjamin Kaplan (then a professor

at Harvard Law School) noted that "lawyers of exception-

al ability" as well as the "practical conduct of business" did

not treat the release of records as publications:

Records have frequently been issued at the

outset in order to test the public reaction, and

sheet music may not be published at all if the

record fails to catch on. . . .[S]tatutory copy-

right need not be resorted to unless sheet

music is issued.19 8

According to Nimmer, other commentators agreed

with Kaplan. "Many eminent members of the Copyright

Bar as well as the music industry generally long main-

tained that public distribution of phonograph records (or

phonorecords) did not constitute a publication of the

works embodied therein."1 9 9 Nimmer continues:

Copyright owners under the 1909 Act ... fre-

quently failed to obtain statutory copyright of

musical compositions before selling records of the

compositions. This was often a deliberate omis-

sion on advice of counsel who concluded . ., that

sale of a phonorecord would not constitute a sur-

render of common law rights in the work.200

rior to 1978, parties in the music business who were

operating under assumptions or advice of counsel regard-

ing the 1909 Act, usually did not register the musical

compositions until after the recordings were sold.

Indeed, ASCAP, BMI, the National Academy of

Songwriters, and the Songwriters Guild of America all

took the position in their amici briefs to La Cienega that:

[T]he Ninth Circuit's holding is completely

opposite to this industry's understanding and

the law upon which it was based; consequent-

ly this decision threatens to take away copy-

right protection from all who relied upon the

well grounded industry practices.
20 1

If there were any questions regarding the law at the

time, competent counsel would have advised their clients

to register the musical compositions as "unpublished

works" prior to the release of the sound recordings in

order to avoid the extreme penalty of total copyright for-

feiture in the future.

he United States Copyright Office has always taken

the position that the sale of a phonograph record prior to

January 1, 1978 did not constitute a publication for pur-

poses of obtaining a copyright. U.S. Copyright Office

Circular No. 50, "Sound Recordings" states this clearly:

Prior to 1978, musical compositions were con-

sidered published when copies (not

phonorecords) were sold, placed on sale, or

publicly distributed under the authority of the

copyright owner. Works first published before

1978 can be registered only if the published

copies bore a copyright notice in the prescribed

form and location....

Phonorecords were not considered "copies" of musical

compositions under the law in effect through December

31, 1977. The sale or public distribution of phonorecords,

therefore, did not publish the musical composition that

was embodied in them.20 2

In addition, the standard form "Certificate of

Registration of a Claim of Copyright" issued by the

United States Copyright Office stated on the second page

of each certificate:

Sound Recordings. Phonograph Records, tape

recordings and other sound recordings are not

regarded as "copies" of the musical compositions

recorded on them, and are not acceptable for

copyright registration. 20 3 [emphasis added]

Furthermore, the federal regulations regarding regis-

tration and deposit of samples under the 1909 Act 2 04 also

clearly state that registration of musical compositions

must be made "in the form of visible notation."20 5 Other

regulations confirmed that recordings were not proper
"copies" for registration and deposit purposes:

(b) A Phonorecord such as a disk, tape, or other

reproduction of a sound recording is not con-

sidered a "copy" of the musical composition or

literary or dramatic work recorded on it and is

not acceptable as a deposit copy for the musical

composition or literary or dramatic work.20 6

[emphasis added]

Therefore, under Copyright Office Regulations in

effect during the 1909 Act, if one submitted a form for

copyright registration and included a recording of the

song instead of a "form of visible notation,"20 7 the appli-

cation would be rejected and an actual sample of the



musical notation would be required. In short, there was

no possible way in which one could have complied with

what was to become the Ninth Circuit's view of the law

in La Cienega.

Even after the Ninth Circuit's La Cienega decision, the

Copyright Office has steadfastly maintained that pre-

1978 sound recordings are not "copies" of the underlying

musical compositions and sales of sound recordings of the

musical compositions are not "publications" of the under-

lying songs. In a November 17, 1995 letter to Rep.

Howard Coble of the House Judiciary Committee's

Subcommittee on Courts and Intellectual Property,

Register Mary Beth Peters reiterated this position:

For many years, the Copyright Office has

espoused the view that recordings sold before

January 1, 1978, i.e., those that were released

under the 1909 Act, were not copies of the

musical compositions embodied on them, and

therefore the distribution of recordings did not

constitute publication under the federal copy-

right statute. Moreover, if by chance a record-

ing bore an appropriate notice for the musical

composition embodied on it and registration of

the music was sought on this basis, registra-

tion was refused. The Office would state that

copies had to be visually perceptible, e.g., sheet

music copies, and unless such copies had been

sold, placed on sale, or offered to the public,

registration for the music as a published work

was not possible. The Office would suggest reg-

istration for the work as an unpublished

work 208 and ask for the deposit of a lead sheet.

In 1972 when sound recordings were added to

the statute, 20 9 the law made it clear that

phonorecords constituted copies of only the

sound recording -they were not copies of the

musical compositions embodied on them.210

In any case, the Office refused registration of

these works as published works. Many of

these works were instead registered as unpub-

lished works; as mentioned above this is what

the Copyright Office suggested. Renewal reg-

istrations based on these unpublished regis-

trations may have been made. Later pub-

lished sheet music editions may have been

made, and renewals and renewals based on

these registration(sic) may also have been

made. Despite all of this, copyright for these

works could now be considered to be lost by

publication of recordings at any time before

January 1, 1978.

It seems incongruous that at the time when

Congress is considering lengthening the copy-

right term for musical compositions 2 1 1 that we

are faced with the possibility that many of

these works will be found in the public domain

under the logic of the Ninth Circuit.

If the Copyright Office did not consider a phonograph

record to be a "copy" for purposes of registration under

§12 of the 1909 Act, 2 12 or the sale of sound recordings

with proper notice to be "publications" for the purposes of

obtaining copyright protection under §10 of the 1909

Act, 2 13 how can a court find that sale of records without

proper notice divests one of protection, or that the renew-

al date is to be tied to the date of the sale of the record,

and not to the date of the registration of the unpublished

work? The Ninth Circuit's opinion in La Cienega, while

it might make sense in today's commercial marketplace,

does not make sense based upon the rules under which

composers and publishers had to play at the time that

the musical compositions were written and at the time

that the sound recordings - usually as phonorecords -

were released to the public. The effective result of La

Cienega is a retroactive "changing of the rules."

Iegislation Rectify the Problem

On June 19, 1997, Rep. Howard Coble, introduced a

bill amending the Copyright Act to overrule La Cienega

and to affirm the long-standing position of the United

States Copyright Office that the pre-1978 distribution of

phonorecords did not constitute a publication of the

underlying musical composition. Similar legislation,

introduced in 1996, died in Congress. 2 14

Under the Coble Bill, the current language at §303 of

Title 17 entitled "Duration of copyright: Works created

but not published or copyrighted before January 1, 1978,"

has changed. A new §303(b) reads as follows:

The distribution before January 1, 1978, of a

phonograph shall not for any purpose consti-

tute a publication of the musical work embod-

ied therein [emphasis added].215

On October 7, 1997, the bill was approved by the

House Judiciary Committee, and was placed on the "fast

track." On November 13, 1997, President Clinton signed

Pub. L. 105-80 into law, officially amending the



Copyright Act of 1976 by adding §303(b).2 16

Post Section 303(b) Amendment Cases

After Congress amended the Act by adding §303(b),2 17

there were questions regarding the retroactive applicabil-

ity of the statute. Because the change affected parties

who created works prior to 1978, the argument was

raised that changing the rules that were in effect was

constitutionally impermissible. 2 18 This uncertainty was

addressed in Mavhew v.

that is the subject of the subsection. Second,
the subsection provides that the distribution of

phonorecords "shall not for any purpose con-
stitute a publication." This court would be
defying the express mandate of the statute if
we were to decide on de novo review that the
phonorecord constituted publication. Finally,
the presumption against retroactive application

of statutes is based, in part, on a hesitancy to
reverse settled expectations. In enacting

§303(b), however, Con-

Allsop, 219 a recent Sixth

Circuit case.

In Mayhew, the plaintiff

asserted that the defendant

had infringed the copyrights in

the song, "A Big Ball in Cow

Town," written in the 1940s by

Hoyle Nix. The defendant

countered that the song was in

the public domain, by virtue of

the publication of the sound

recording that embodied the

composition. In September of

1997, shortly before the new

statute was enacted, the dis-

trict court, in an unpublished

opinion, agreed with the

defendant, and granted sum-

mary judgment.

In 1999, on appeal, the

The release of sound

recordings is not a

"publication" of the

underlying musical

compositions!

That, however, is

not the end of

the "publication" issue.

gress has resolved a prob-

lem of unsettled expecta-

tions that had arisen from

the circuit split. We con-

clude that §303(b) should

be applied in resolving the

present appeal.2 20

Having resolved the
applicability issue, the court

held that the underlying musi-

cal compositions were still pro-

tected by copyright contrary to

La Cienega.

As a result of the passage of

§303(b) and the interpretation

in Mayhew, the issue of

whether the publication of a

sound recording prior to the

enactment of the 1976 Act has

Sixth Circuit reversed and
held in favor of the plaintiff by applying §303(b).
Addressing the issue of retroactive application, the court

found no constitutional problem in applying the new

statute to pending cases:
When Congress has unambiguously specified
the temporal reach of a new statute, there is
no conflict between the presumption against
statutory retroactivity and the rule that a
court should apply the law in effect at the time

of its decision. It is clear from the language
employed that §303(b) should be applied to

pending cases. First, the subsection obviously

applies to pre-enactment conduct. In fact, it
only applies to the distribution of records prior
to January 1, 1978. Thus applying the statute

to pending cases has no impact on the conduct

been settled: The release of
sound recordings is not a "publication" of the underlying
musical compositions! That, however, is not the end of

the "publication" issue. In 1998 and 1999, the courts

entertained the related issue of whether or not the publi-
cation of a motion picture constitutes the publication of
its underlying common law copyright component parts,

such as the screenplay and the musical compositions in

the soundtrack. In the motion picture setting, the courts
make a distinction between the protection afforded to a

federally copyrighted work and that afforded to a com-
mon law work when the motion picture enters the public

domain, most often through failure to renew.
In Dolman v Agee. 221 the Ninth Circuit examined

whether the publication of a motion picture also consti-
tuted publication of its soundtrack. In Dolman. the
plaintiff had acquired the copyrights to songs that were



originally written pursuant to a contract with Hal Roach

Studio for inclusion in Laurel & Hardy movies. The

movies were released in the early 1930s, and were regis-

tered by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ("MGM"). The songs

were registered separately after the movies were

released. 2 22  Plaintiff Dolman acquired his interest

through a series of assignments. 2 23

Defendant Agee did business under the name L & H

Records and distributed the "Music Box" containing ren-

ditions of the songs at issue. In 1990, when Dolman

learned of the distribution of the recordings, he contact-

ed Agee stating that Agee required a license. Agee did

not respond to the letters until 1993, when he acknowl-

edged Dolman's ownership of the copyrights to the songs.

He did not agree to take a license, however. 22 4 Dolman

then commenced a copyright infringement action.

In an unpublished opinion, the district court granted

summary judgment in favor of Dolman. The Court reject-

ed, as a matter of law, the defendant's argument that the

publication of the motion picture, without separate copy-

right notice for the songs, caused the underlying songs to

fall into the public domain. The court awarded $23,333.33

plus costs, and enjoined Agee from further infringing. 22 5

On appeal, the Ninth Circuit took up the issue regard-

ing the "publication" of the motion picture.22 6 The court

had to address whether the Laurel & Hardy motion pic-

tures had been "published." If the films were never pub-

lished, then there was no need to determine whether the

underlying songs fell into the public domain as a result.

The court looked to prior case law for a definition of "pub-

lication." "[P]ublication occurs when by consent of the

copyright owner, the original or tangible copies of a work

are sold, leased, loaned, given away, or otherwise made

available to the general public."2 2 7 The court continued,

"[h]owever, 'mere performance of or exhibition of a work

does not constitute a publication of a work.... [A] motion

picture exhibition where the viewing audience is merely

permitted to see the work is not itself a publication.' 22 8

The court also reiterated the proposition that stronger

affirmative steps are needed to divest one of copyright

protection than to invest one with protection. 22 9

The court, therefore, found that the copyrights in the

songs were valid and infringed. While the Ninth Circuit

affirmed the lower court's holding, it did not fully resolve

the status of the musical compositions had the motion

pictures been "published"; it was able to skirt the issue

by finding that the Laurel & Hardy movies had not

been published.

If sound recordings cannot be "copies" of the underly-

ing musical compositions because they are not in

"human-readable form," by analogy the same should

apply to motion pictures. If the only way that musical

compositions could have been published (or registered for

copyright protection, for that matter) under the 1909 Act

was in musical notation, then the inclusion of music in a

motion picture should not be a publication of the under-

lying song.

fhe issue of "publication" of underlying works has

been a troubling and confusing issue for most of the last

century. After disagreement among the appellate courts,

and refusal by the Supreme Court to resolve an issue

that had profound effects upon one the major industries

in the United States, it took an act of Congress to mere-

ly reinforce the status quo in the case of sound recordings

and musical compositions. Courts have attempted to

apply "marketplace logic" instead of following the statu-

tory guidance.

The same problem is occurring now with respect to

motion pictures. Statutory language, Copyright Office

internal procedures, and industry practice and expecta-

tions lead to the conclusion that an unpublished musical

work and a motion picture that incorporates the work

should have separate protection. Just as a registered

underlying or incorporated work does not fall into the

public domain upon the expiration of the derivative work,

neither should the unpublished work. Consistency and

symmetry with respect to musical compositions is

extremely important. The Courts' inability to apply

these principles to the law of music publication has

forced Congress to "clarify" what the law has actually

been for years. Even with Congressional action, howev-

er, the elusive concept of publication still promises to

generate future problems in other media. *
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